I might have adopted the overall theme of this conference, "Do You Hear -Do You Care". " for my discussion of the drug problem -for the ability to listen to what young people are saying is one step toward solving the drug problem. So let's ask ourselves: "00 we hear?" Th en let's ask another qu estion essential to attacking the drug problem : "Do we care?"
In our listening effort , we hear a chorus of voices saying that a serious drug problem exists for the community and for industry . I believe it does; and that the problem has swelled to epidemic proportions in every community. We needn't rely on difficult-to-obtain statistics for this. Each of us in our own personal experi ences has seen the serious consequences of drug abuse. And these instances of obvious harm arc, like the iceberg, accompanied, below the surface, by much that is visible only to the people e xposed to drugs or to the highly trained eye.
Because of the scope of the problem , much effort is being e xpended on the treatment of drug abuse. But we must find ways to prevent it or we 'll turn into a huge treatment and rehabilitation cent er. To prevent it , we must begin placing the drug problem in the highest priority by recognizing that the abuse of drugs seriously damages the fabric of our society. I see the serious effects in my judicial work. There the interrelationship between drugs and crime is obvious . Many juvenile offenders ar e involved with drugs of abuse. It is now standard pro cedure to investiga te this as an important cause of delinquency, particularly where Presented at the Delaware Association of Industrial Nurses Fifth Annual Educational Health Conference, Wilmington, Delaware, October 2, 1971. burglary, robbery, larceny, check forging and similar crimes are involved.
But the relationship between juvenile problems and drugs exists in many cases we see which are not criminal-type offenses, but which involve injury to the juvenile and his or her abilit y to function in society.
For example, I had a t-t-year-old girl before me in a recent ail-too-typical case. She had run away .from home for the third time. She was charged with being uncontrolled. She came into Court almost totally unresponsive. She repeated again and again, with borderline hysteria, "Why is everyone staring at me?" She had left home and found an easy haven with others and easy access to "grass ," hashish, and other drugs which she had previously been using to a lesser extent. She returned home in very bad shape.
She left because her father had disciplined her for a serious act of disobedience . Years ago , she wouldn't have left: and if she did , she wouldn 't have been taken in by so-called "friends": and, if sh e did find a haven, it was not likely to make available drugs of abuse to confuse her faculties and her judgment.
What could be done? Some of the conclusions in her case were: First, she should go into a drug abuse program . Second, her father must learn to listen to his daughter mor e and ease up on some of the sterner discipline he had known as a child. Third , he has to encourage his daughter to communicate and feel that responsible behavior on her part will be rewarded if deserved . Fourth, she has to understand that final authority still rests with her father to make decisions. Fifth, she has to learn the art of decision-making herself, so that, if she is faced with an opportunity to "do drugs," or an DRUG ABUSE AND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO INDUSTRY continued opportunity to take off from home, she will choose wisely, And lastly, she has to learn that life can have deeper meaning than the pursuit of momentary pleasure. With Court imposed rules and much counseling, things seem to be working out. There are no obvious signs of drug use and a normal family relationship seems attainable.
Here drug use was related to other problems. But drugs had compounded them, and continued use would have made it impossible for her to solve her problems.
I suppose I am saying, in essence, that if we are to get at drug problems we have to listen to the person in difficulty and care about each person as an individual.
Success in deterring drug abuse is obviously important to all of us in each community. This includes industry. Industry is not only a vital part of the community, industry will also be receiving these young people in a few years (you have begun to already). Many drug abusers will become part of industry (just as many older abusers of alcohol, amphetamines and barbiturates, for example, are part of industry now).
Industry has recognized, more and more, its opportunity to serve the community as a catalyst for constructive change. It has been my experience that industry not only wants to exert this positive influence in the community but that it has the management and professional resources that are often so vitally needed. To serve as a catalyst in the drug field, insight into the root causes of drug problems becomes all important.
What are some of the factors at work today that promote the abuse of drugs? First, there is a general preoccupation with pleasure -with instant pleasure. So much of our daily life reflects this: the ability to buy anything anybody wants on credit, and the flood of television advertisements -that encourage even infants to indulge in every imaginable kind of whim.
Besides the preoccupation with pleasure, there is the heavy reliance on legal drugs by adults to avoid any kind of pain. Today many people will swallow anything to avoid discomfort, and, according to the advertisements, can create any mood with over-the-counter drugs. Listen to the advertisements. The pills advertised not only relieve headaches, they make you lovable. Even our underarm anti-perspirants can help us keep our cool in trying moments, according to the sponsor.
No longer is a medicine cabinet sparsely populated with bottles bearing a skull and crossbones, or iodine for a cut, or castor oil serving its unadvertised purpose. Today everything is sugar coated, "easily dispensed. easily swallowed -all in avoidance of discomfort.
Thirdly, there is the peer group influence of youth itself, which is in a state of ferment. This ferment can be very desirable, if properly directed. But many young people have so rejected authority figures that any authority -the police, the courts. mothers and fathershave to struggle for the respect that formerly could be taken for granted as a standard of behavior.
Lastly, there is a pervasive element of boredom abroad today. Challenges appear to have gone. Children seldom 8 see their parents involved in meeting these challenges. They lack the recognition of the true challenges that exist. We have attempted to make so much so easy for them that many do not know the true challenges that exist. I remember as a child what a challenge it was to get football jerseys for the team that we formed ourselves. Today this is all answered by little league football. Unless something is specifically organized, indeed often over-organized, the children many times don't have "anything to do." Actually, there is much to do but they have come to rely on others to find it for them. This is partly due to poor stimulation that we as adults often accept without exerting an influence.
Schools, for example, are often stultifying environments that appear to be run more for the comfort of conformity than to stimulate the young to think for themselves and to learn to make decisions. I have seen a school change its approach to one of challenge, and to one of encouraging participation of children, and of responding to their legitimate needs and this has deterred the entire drug scene in that school.
There is one further area in which those in the medical field can be particularly helpful. I refer to your ability to encourage sound health habits because of your knowledge and the esteem in which you are held.
It may be hard for you, as nurses, to realize how high this esteem is and how intently people listen to what you say and don't say. This can create special problems in communications that you should recognize. An example of what I mean is the case of marijuana. If you address a group of doctors and nurses, I can well understand your making clinical, cautious statements such as: that research is not completed; that control of experiments is difficult, and so forth. The same might be said to lay people. But I urge, also, you to state the obvious. Otherwise, the things you do not say may lead to misinterpretation. I would hope, for example, that you would feel it appropriate to point out that any mindaltering drug has a potential for danger even though its full extent is not known. It may take years to establish this extent. But we have many illustrations in our external environment, such as DDT, as well as attempts to tamper with our internal environment (the human body and mind), that the absence of immediately observable deleterious effects does not mean we should downgrade risks. I would hope you would not think it trite to suggest that a delicate instrument, such as the brain, which is the product of eons of development, is too sensitive an instrument to tamper with lightly. This seems to my lay mind to be a sound health principle and, if you agree, I urge you to state it. Also, may I add that the wide abuse of drugs such as alcohol does not justify throwing caution to the winds or call for a comparison that may invite the listener to conclude that a lower degree of risk has been established for marijuana. I think you will agree that we simply do not know this to be true. continued on page 45
